"Networks matter" to both individual decision-making and macro political outcomes
• Many networks emphasize role of communication -Chains of command, committee structures, social media, etc.
• In general, communication is a sequential process
• It is also a potentially strategic process-people observe some prior decisions of others, and know that others can observe their decisions Two well-known challenges with network analysis 1. The effect of network structure on strategic behavior 2. The fact that there is a wide variety of network structures
In this paper we deal with (1) to examine the effect of (fixed) network structures on individual behavior and on policy outcomes
We focus exclusively on small networks both because we can, and because they exhibit particularly extreme variation in their structures • State of nature, θ ∈ [0, 1]
• Player i ∈ N 's policy decision: y i ∈ R
• Player i ∈ N 's policy preference (bias): β i ∈ R
• Player i ∈ N 's discretionary authority, α i ≥ 0 Agent i's payoff: 
